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0. Introduction

The Virasoro algebra I is the Lie algebra over the complex number field

C of the form ί = Σkez Clk@Cc

with the bracket relations

This algebra is the one-dimensional central extension of the so-called Witt algebra.

The Virasoro algebra was introduced by physicists in their string theory of the

elementary particles (cf. [6]). Mathematicians started to develop a representa-

tion theory of this algebra very recently.

Let us make a survey of the contents of this paper.

We recall the definition and some properties of the Virasoro algebra and the

highest weight modules over it in section 1. An I-module M is called a "highest

weight module" if there exists a non-zero vector v0 (the highest weight vector)

such that 1) U(ϊ)vo = M, where U(l) is the universal enveloping algebra of I,

2) there exists λe(Clo@Cc)* (the highest weight) such that Hvo = λ(H)υo for

all H e(Clo®Cc), 3) lkvo = 0 for all positive k. The study of such modules was

started by V. Kac ([3, 4]). He obtained the determinant formula for the matrix

of the vacuum expectation values, and gave the "formal character" of some

irreducible highest weight I-modules (THEOREM 1.1).

In section 2 we treat another kind of representations of I, which is called the

"Fock representations" (cf. [6], [12]). Let a5 (j e Z) be the operators, acting

on some "Fock space", with the following commutation relations:

(0.1) L<*j9ad=jδi+Jιo.

Define the operators

(0.2) Lfc = - f Σ , e z : t f - A + *:

*] Postdoctoral Fellow, Japan Society for the Promotion of Science.
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for keZ. Here : : denotes the normal product. Then the mapping lk-+
Lk9 c-> identity, definies a representation of I. This is the original form which
was considered by physicists. More explicitly, one can construct the Fock repre-
sentation as follows(cf. [12]). Let V=C[xί9 x29 x3,. ] and aj = djdxj9 a_j=jxj
for positive j , and ao= —μ/s/2 where μeR, so that the commutation relations
(0.1) hold. The operators given by (0.2), with the normal product

\aiaj\ = aiaj for i < j , =ajai for i > j ,

define the Fock representation on V= Vμ. The vector space V has a positive
definite hermitian inner product

where 8 = (d/dxl9 d/2dx29 d/3dx39...). One can check that <Lfc/, #> = </, L_kg},
and that the space V is completely reducible. The Fock representation is irre-
ducible if and only if μ <ξ Z(COROLLARY 2.2). We give an explicit formula of the
highest weight vectors of the irreducible components in terms of the Schur
polynomials (THEOREM 2.3), and obtain the irreducible decomposition of the Fock
representations in the case that they are reducible (COROLLARY 2.4).

We discuss in section 3 the relation between the tensor product of two Fock
representations and the Hirota equations of the so-called "KP hierarchy".
The Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) hierarchy was first introduced by M. Sato
(U> 8]). His colleagues studied the transformation groups of the solutions of
the KP hierarchy and of some subhierarchies ([1, 2]).

Let p be an indeterminate and put

We define the polynomials pk(x) by

The Hirota bilinear operator D is defined by

P(D)f(x) g(x) = P(d/dy)f(x + y)g(x - y)\y=0 .

The following system of differential equations with the unknown function τ =
τ(xί9 x2, x3,...) is called the Hirota form of the KP hierarchy:

Σ?=o Pj{-2y)pJ+ tφ) exp (Σ?-i j Ά M * ) «*) = 0

for any y = (yl9 y2, J3r )5 where 5 = (D1? D2/2, D3/3,...). The first two non-
trivial equations are
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(D\D2 + 2D2D3 - 3D1D4)τ τ = 0.

Following [2] the modified KP hierarchies are defined in section 3. We show that
if the Fock representation Vμ (0.2) of the Virasoro algebra is decomposed as

1 , where Ω is the irreducible component containing 1, then the equations

P[ "7^β)τ τ/ = 0 for P(x)eΩλ is one of the Hirota bilinear equations of the
j 2 /j

modified KP hierarchy, and vice versa (THEOREM 3.3).
After our announcement [10] of the contents of this paper had spread out,

N. Wallach [11] gave an elegant proof of Theorem 2.3. In the present paper we
give another proof of it.

The second author is grateful to Professors V. Kac and K. Ueno for their
helpful discussions on the proof of Theorem 3.3.

1. The Virasoro algebra and the highest weight modules

We first consider the Lie algebra consisting of the polynomial vector fields

on the circle. Let lk = ̂ J^Λ e^kθ (djdθ) (k e Z) be the vector fields on the circle.

Then the bracket relations

hold. The Lie algebra I0 = Σ*ez C\k is called the Witt algebra. The Virasoro
algebra I is the one-dimensional central extension of Io. Namely,

with the bracket relations

[**, U = (k-m)lk+m + ^(k*-k)δk+mtOc9 [c, I] = {0}.

We put ί)=Clo®Cc, which is the Cartan subalgebra of I, and n± = Σk>o Cl±k

so that l = n~®ί)®n+. An ί-module M is called a "highest weight module"
if there exists a non-zero vector voeM such that 1) U(l)vo = M, where 1/(1) is
the universal enveloping algebra of I, 2) there exists λel)* such that Hvo = λ(H)vo

for all Heί), 3) n+vo = {0}. For such a module M, λefy* is called the "highest
weight" and v0 e M the "highest weight vector". For an arbitrarily given λ e ί)*,
there is a universal highest weight module M(2), the Verma module, which is
defined by M(λ)=L/r(I)®t/(^0n+)C, where the action of ί)©n+ on C is given by
(H + X)Λ=λ(H)Λ for He I) and Xen+. Any highest weight module with
highest weight λefy* is a quotient of the Verma module. There is a unique
irreducible ϊ-module with highest weight A, which is denoted by L(λ). If A(/o) =
ξ e C and λ(c) = ηe C, we write λ = (ξ, η) and M(λ) = M(ξ, η), L(λ) = L(ξ, η).
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Let N(λ) be a highest weight module with the highest weight vector v0 e N(λ).
For a non-negative integer ra, we put

N(λ)m = linear span o/{/_Vl/_V2 J_Vkι?o;

k > 0 , v, > 1, Vi + v2 +•••+ vΛ = ra},

which is a finite dimensional vector space. The generating function

ch N(λ) = Σm=o dim N(λ)mqm

is called the "formal character" of N(λ). For the Verma module M(Λ), it is easy

to see that dim M(λ)m = p(m), where ρ(m) = #{partition of ra into positive integers}.

Hence ch M(λ) = 0(4)~\ where </>(4) = Π£=i (1 -4").
Our starting point is the following theorem of V. Kac.

THEOREM 1.1 ([3, 4]). 1) The Verma module M(ξ, 1) is irreducible if and
only if ξφra2/4 for me Z.

2) chL(ra2/4, l) = φ(q)-1(l-qm+1)for ra = 0, 1, 2,... .

2. The Fock representations of the Virasoro algebra

We prepare the infinite dimensional vector space V=C[xu x2, x3, ] of the
polynomials of infinitely many variables. Let aj be the operators on V defined
by, for positive integer j , cij = dj { = djdXj), a_j=jx, and ao=—μ/Λj2 (μeR).
Note that they have the commutation relations (0.1). Now, using aj9 define the
operators

for k e Z. Here : : is the normal product:

f aias (Ϊ < J)

{ asat (i > j)

where Y_ (j) = 0 for j > 0, = 1 for j < 0.
We write down some L[μ\ For example,
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One can easily see that [L[μ\ aj'] = —jβk+j a n d hence

[L<*\ Z4«>] = (k - m) L<βm + ^ (k* - /: ) ( 5 k + m > 0 .

Therefore the mapping π μ : lk-*Lk

μ\ c-> identity, defines a representation of

I on K Considered as the representation space of πμ9 the vector space Fis denoted

by Vμ. We call (πμ9 Vμ) the "Fock representation". This representation itself

is not necessarily a highest weight representation. However it includes the highest

weight module with highest weight vector 1 e Vμ. Obviously the highest weight

is (μ2/4, 1). Therefore, if (πμ, Vμ) is irreducible, then F μ^L(μ 2/4, 1).

LEMMA 2.1. //(π μ , Fμ) is irreducible, then F μ ^M(μ 2 /4, 1).

PROOF. From the definition of the Verma module, there is a natural I-

invariant surjective homomorphism

/ : M(μ2l4, 1) — > Vμ; LVί-LVkv0 — Z#>. .Z#> 1.

If we introduce the gradation on Vμ by deg Xj=j9 then we see that the homomor-

phism / preserves the gradation. The space of homogeneous polynomials of

degree m is of p(m)-dimensional. This proves the lemma.

COROLLARY 2.2. The Fock representation (πμ, Vμ) is irreducible if and

only if μ^ Z.

We introduce a positive definite hermitian inner product on Vμ by

<f9 g> = f0)S(χ)\x=o

where S = (dί9 d2/2, θ3/3,...). One checks that

<ajf, g> = </, a.jg}, <L^>/, g} = <

It follows that Vμ is completely reducible and is a direct sum of irreducible highest

weight modules.

Let us recall the "Schur polynomial" of xί9 x2, Λ:3, for a given Young

diagram. Let 7 = (fl9f29.•.,/„) (Λ >f2> — >fn>0) b e a Young diagram of

size N. For the set of non-negative integers (yl9 v2,..., v^) with v 1+2v2H h

NvN = N, let π y ( l V l , 2V2,...,NV») be the value of the irreducible character of

SN9 the symmetric permutation group of N letters, labeled by the Young diagram

7, and evaluated at the conjugacy class consisting of vx cycles of size 1, v2 cycles

of size 2, and so on. The Schur polynomial for Yis by definition
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It is a homogeneous polynomial of degree N (deg Xj=j) with rational coefficients.

We will denote by pr(x) the Schur polynomial X(r)(x). They have the simple

generating function:

where η(x, p)=Σ?=ί PJχj- ^ *s known the following formula representing the

Schur polynomial for any Young diagram Y=(fi,'..,fn):

(2.2) χγ(x) = det(Pft-i+j)1<iJ<n

where we have set pr(x) = 0 for negative r.

We can describe the highest weight vectors of the irreducible components

of the Fock representations in terms of the Schur polynomials.

THEOREM 2.3. Fix a non-negative integer n. For a non-negative integer

r, let Arr+n = (r,..., r) be a rectangular Young diagram. Then
^r+n~s

for all positive k.

PROOF. The proof of the case n = 0 is given in [9 Prop. 6.4]. Here we give

a reduction to the case n = 0. We only have to show (2.3) for k = \ and k = 2.

Put Kk=Σf=iJxjdj+k f° r positive k. By an easy calculation we have

(2.4) KkPrφx) = {r-l

Hence, putting p'r(x) = pr(

(2.5) Kt

Pr+n '" Plr+n-ί

Pl + n ••• Pr+n

= n

Pr+n-ί

Pί+n

Pr+n-ί '" P2r+n-2

Pr+n-ί '" P2r+n-2

Pί + n '"Pr+n

-2)P2r+n-2

Pf2r+n-2

Pr+n

+ •••+ n Pr+n '" P2r+n-ί

Pί+n '"Pr+n

Pί + n -'Pr+n

Pr+n '" P2r+n-ί

p2+n '" Pr+n-ί

+ n Pr+n '" P2r+n-ί

P2+n '" Pr+n+ί

Pn '"Pr+n-ί
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Pr+n "' Plr+n-ί

433

(r-l)/?;+ π_ 1 . (2/ -2)^ 2 r + π _ 2

Pr+n-l "'Plr+n-1

Pl + n "'Pr+n

The first (r — 1) terms are equal to zero. The r-th term is equal to

n d

Pl+n '" Pr+n+ί

o - (/•

Pr+n '" Plr+n-1

Pl + n '"Pr+n

We put Xr = p'r+n. The right hand side of (2.5) is equal to

Pr+n '" Plr+n-l

Pl + n '"Pr+n

Xr-1

On the other hand, from the case n = 0, we have

Xr ••• Xzr-

Xi"' Xr+i

0 - ( r -

0 = Lί«> p'F - p ' 2 r ^

P'l-P'r

P'r-l ••• P'lt-1

P'l

Pr ••• Plr-ί

Pi •" Pr+ί

o ...(#•-!)/>;_!

By the algebraic independence of p[, p'2,..., we obtain

= 0.

Since the proof for L2

n) is similar, we omit it here.

REMARK. If we modify the definition of α,- so that a) = y/2dj9 aJj' =

(l/j2)jxp and a'0= -n/^/2, then, defining L(

k

n)/= \Σjez'^-j^j+k'^ we have

£kπ)'Xjr,r+n(Λ) = 0 f°Γ aH positive fc.
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Applying Σf=ιJXjdj to a homogeneous polynomial, we get the homogeneous

degree as the eigenvalue. Hence

This equation shows that the Schur polynomial χΔrtr+n(\l2x) is the highest

weight vector of highest weight £(n + 2r)2. Therefore, for a non-negative integer

n, Vnn ®?L0 L(^(n + 2r)2, 1). We compute the sum of the formal characters

of the right-hand side:

— V 0 0 '—L—/Ί _/ϊn+2r+rv/ϊr(r+Λ) _ _J__

COROLLARY 2.4. For a non-negative integer n, the Fock representation

(πn9 Vn) is decomposed as

3. The Virasoro algebra and the modified KP hierarchies

In this section we discuss the relation between the Virasoro algebra and the

modified KP (Kadomtsev-Petviashvili) hierarchies. The main tool is the Fock

representation of the Lie algebra gl(oo), which was introduced by Date, Jimbo,

Kashiwara and Miwa (cf. [1, 2]).

Fix a non-negative integer n, and put V(ή) = C[_x1, x2, x3,. ] Let p and q

be the indeterminates. Set

n{χ, P) = Σ?=iPJχj, η(8, p-1) = Σ j u r V ^ ,

and

(3.1) Γ(p, q) = exp fa(x, p) - η(x, q)) exp(-(η(S, p" 1 ) - η{89 q"1))).

The "n-th modified vertex operator" for the KP hierarchy is defined as follows:

(3.2) * 0 > ( Λ q) = - 4

Here we denote

We define Y+(ί) = 1 - Y.(i).
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It is proved in [1, 2] that (3.2) defines a representation of the Lie algebra gl(oo)
on V(ή). That is, the commutation relations

hold. This representation is called the Fock representation (the vertex repre-
sentation) of gl(oo).

We define the Heisenberg Lie algebra s by

with the bracket

LEMMA 3.1.

relations

IK ΛJ =

PutH(

k

n) = Σj

H P - 0

oc, [c, s

k for k e

(k

(k

] = {0}.

Z. Then

> 0 )

= 0)

< 0).

Namely, the mapping hk^>H[n\ c-+ identity, defines a representation of s.

PROOF. By an easy calculation, we obtain

XI»
q=p~

q dq
q=P~

P\ dp dp )

On the other hand, we have

The lemma is proved by comparing the coefficients of p~k.

From this lemma, we deduce that the Fock representation on V{ή)
is irreducible.

We take the tensor product of the Fock representations of gl(oo):

V(0) ® V(n) = C[xi2 ),

where we have set
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This space is decomposed as V(n)high®V(ή)low, where V(ή)high is the irreducible

component containing 1®1, and F(n) / o w is the orthogonal complement of

V(n)high with respect to the inner product < , X which is defined naturally on

F(0)®K(i). We set ΰ(n)=V(n)m n C[yl9 j>2,...] and U(nY = V{n)low n C[y l 5

j ; 2 , . . . ] . An element of the latter space is called a "Hirota polynomial".

The Heisenberg subalgebra s acts on F(0)®F(n)as hj-^d/dx^ +djdx{p =

y/2 d/dXj and h.^jxψ +jx(j2) = yj2jxJ for positive j . We denote by Γ^\p9 q)

(resp. Γ ( 2 )(p, g)) the operator which is obtained from Γ(p9 q) (3.1) with Xj replaced

by xj 1 ) (resp. x, 2 ) ) . The homogeneous parts of Γ ( 1 )(p, q) + Γ(2\p, q) act on the

space F(0)®F(n).

Any element fo(x(ί))®fn(
χ(2))e V(n)hiθh satisfies the orthogonal relations

described by the system of differential equations

for all P(y) e Ω(n)1. These equations are equivalent to

(3.4) P$ylyβ)h(χ+y)Uχ-y) = o

foτ3illP(y)EΩ(n)1.

Now we introduce the Hirota bilinear operators by

P(D)f(x).g(x) =

Put D = (Dί9 D2/2, D3/3,...). The orthogonal relations (3.4) are written simply as

P(D/yj2)fO'fn = O for all P(y)e Ω(n)λ. This system of non-linear differential

equations is called the "n-th modified KP hierarchy". The generating function

representation of the n-th modified KP hierarchy is known as

(3.5) Σ?=o Pj(-2z)pj+n+ίφ) exp (Σ?=i zkDk)f0 fn = 0

for any z = (zl9 z2, z39...). The first two non-trivial equations of the (O-th modi-

fied) KP hierarchy are

(3.6)

(3.7) (DlD2 + 2D2D3-3DίD4)fo /o = 0.

If we put u = (d/dx1)
2 log/0, and x = xί9 y = x2, t = x3, then we see that the equation

(3.6) takes the form

which is the original KP equation.
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Denote by Ω(ή)m (resp Ω(n)£) the subspace of U(ή) (resp. Ω(n)1) consisting

of the polynomials of degree m, so that Ω ( n ) = © * = 0 Ώ(n)m (resp. U(ή)L —

®m=i ̂ (n)m) The following proposition is important to the theory of universal

Grassmann manifold ([7, 8]).

PROPOSITION 3.2 ([1]). <Jim Ω(n)^ = p(m - n -1).

By using this proposition, we have

This is exactly the formal character of L(w2/4, 1) for the Virasoro algebra.

Now let us return to the Virasoro algebra. As we have seen in the previous

section, the Fock representation (πn, Vn) is decomposed as Vn = Ωn@Ω%, where

Ωn is the subrepresentation isomorphic to L(n2/4, 1), and Ω^ is the orthogonal

complement of Ωn with respect to < , >. The proof of the following theorem

for the case n = 0 was obtained jointly with V. Kac and K. Ueno.

THEOREM 3.3. For any P(x)eΩ^, the equation P(D/Λ/2)/0 /Π = 0 is one of

the Hirota bilinear equations of the n-th modified KP hierarchy. Conversely,

any Hirota bilinear equation of the n-th modified KP hierarchy corresponds to

some P(x) e Ω^.

PROOF. Define the operator

Z ( Π ) ^ ' * > = (p-q)2

e x p (;/2

We can see that the homogeneous parts of Z<w>(p, q) act on F(0)®F(n). By

an easy calculation such as

e x p v 7 2 ^ X j j p ) ) e χ p ( ' ( χ ( 1 ) ' p)j

= exp(^-A^η(x, p))exp(A*(η(x, p) + η(y, p))^ = exp(\^η(y,

we see that
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exp(-

hff- {( f ) ~ n l 1 exp ( ^ (η(y, p) ~ η(y, q)))

0/(5,, r 1 ) - f )n

Hence the homogeneous parts of Z^n\p, q) act both on Ω(n) and β(n) 1 . Put

eί = exp(-β(η(y9 p) - η(y, q))J,

e2 = expί —~m(η(oy, p'1) — η(dy, q'1

'> P) - n(y> 3

e 4 = exp( ~7ηi(η(dv, p'1) — η(Sy, .

and

so that

We differentiate Γ[n) with respect to q. Then

dΓ[n)

dq Z

i (P\nl

J2\qj

and

d2Γ[n)

dq*

y/2\2)\q δq dq
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1 (f Γ T-1 (f

^sj2\q) *x*2 Sq2

Taking the limit q^p, we have

1 dhjjy, p) 1
2 dp2 "*" 2 δp 2

dη(yy p) dη(Sy, p^

1 {dη(y,p)γ 1
2 V dp ) 2\ dp

By a similar calculation, we obtain

n \i fi -\ o ΪI

, 1 δ 2 ? ? ^ , p )

V2 dp2

pl n δη(S p-^)
^2* dp

>) dη(8,, p-1)
dp dp

J_ (dη(y,p)γ J_
2 \ dp ) 2

Hence

, P) = |

n P
V 2

- 1 » P)
72~

dp
+τl-^F 2 V

If we set Z(»\p, q)=Σkεz L(

k

n)'p-(k+2\ then we see that the operators L(

k

n)f

are nothing but the Virasoro operators

^k — 2 LjeZ- °-j°j+k

where b(jn) = dldyp bίn}=jyj for 7 > 1 , and b(

o

n)= -njyβ. This proves that the
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spaces U(ή) and Ω(ri)L are invariant under the Fock representation π o ®π π of

the Virasoro algebra.

Using Proposition 3.2, we see that U(ή) = {P(y); P(x)eΩn}. Thus the

theorem is proved.

We give some examples. The polynomial Xj2t2(yj2x) is one of the highest

weight vectors of Ω fr. One has

(3.8) XA.\fi

Next, take Lί0hj2,2Q2x) of β*. Then

(3.9) L?hA2Jyβx)\x=DW =

We see that (3.8) and (3.9) are proportional to the operators in (3.6) and (3.7)

respectively. The polynomial p2(\j2x) is one of the highest weight vectors of

Ω\. One has

(3.10) y/

TakeLi1

1

)p2(x/2x)ofΩi. Then

(3.11)

We see that (3.10) is proportional to the constant term of (3.5) (n = l), and (3.11)

to the coefficient of zx. The equations corresponding to them are the "Miura

transformation" and the original modified KP equation respectively (cf. [2]).
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